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Students are targets —Kunstler
Attorney says authorities out
to end student force
By Jim Marino
Contributing Editor

N.-.photo b, Do.. Elbr.

A NEAR capacity crowd listened to
William Kunstler last night at Anderson
Arena in Memorial Hall. Kunstler,

defense attorney for the Chicago Seven,
is presently involved in litigation on the
Ohio Riot Act 1219.

Defense attorney William Kunstler
las! night warned America's college
students they have been marked as the
targets of federal and state authorities to
be destroyed as a force in this country.
He spoke against the Ohio Campus
Riot Act. No. 1219, as a law Ohio officials
would use to intimidate, repress and
silence student voices.
And, in his most ringing indictment,
he chastised the Federal Administration
in Washington, and President Richard
Nixon for gross insensitivity and murderous atrocities against society.
Kunstler spoke bitterly of the
President, saying that on one hand Mr.
Nixon condemns campus violence, while
on the other hand he provokes student
dissent.
Provokes that dissent through such
things as the Vietnam war, aiding the
FBI with $23 million for 1.000 more officers to clamp a lid on the college
campus.
And, in reference to that move,
Kunstler was quick to point out that
Washington department figures showed

Tells faculty outlook is bleak

Security too small-Bond
th KaUjy Froze
Issue Editor
The University's security system will
not stand up to a major disturbance,
according to Dr. James Bond, vice
president of student affairs.
Speaking yesterday at the first
Faculty Senate meeting of the year, Dr.
Bond painted a bleak picture of security
measures both on campus and in the city.
With only 16 campus security officers,
Dr. Bond said the University does not
even have the manpower to protect its
staff.
In cases of extreme unrest he said the
University can count on assistance from
a little more than 33 local police officers13 city policemen, 20 sheriff's deputies
and an undisclosed number of auxiliary
officers on the city police force.
The University presently has ar.
agreement with both city police and the
sheriff's department to keep all outside
police officers off campus unless the
Administration specifically asks for
assistance.

Dr. Bond added that colleges and
universities can no longer rely on the
State Highway Patrol for assistance.
Because of the high number of injuries patrolmen received last year while
patrolling Ohio State University and
other schools, the patrol decided to
withhold assistance this year until its
own employees can survey the situations,
and even then it may deny aid, Dr. Bond
said.
Although the University handled
about 16 bomb threats last year without
seriously interrupting student activities,
he said because of the recent bombings at
Madison, Wis., the Administration will
give more careful consideration to bomb
threats in the future.
Dr. Bond said the administration may
even order evacuations of residence halls
or classrooms and laboratories,
regardless of the time of day or night.
In order to maintain a peaceful
campus, Dr. Bond asked the faculty to:
Assign faculty members to specific
areas or buildings to guide search patrols

Guard seeks new
non-lethal weapons
COLUMBUS Ohio (AP)-The Ohio
National Guard, criticized by
a
presidential commission in connection
with the shooting deaths of four Kent
State University students, has asked for
nonlethal weapons for use in future
disorders. But the Guard plans to continue to carry rifles and load them on
command.
Ohio Adj. Gen. Sylvester T. Dei
Corso, commander of the Ohio Guard,
said yesterday Guardsmen will continue
the policy "to have ammunition with

in case of bomb threats.
* University to observe what a college
Immediately dismiss classes if the
campus is really like.
University orders a building to be
"Too many people are afraid to come
evacuated.
on campus," he said. "They hear about
Help "keep things cool" among the
students with their strange costumes,
spectators if a bomb threat is made on
strange habits and strange language, and
the stadium or an indoor sports arena.
they think we're not really people."
Participate in the development of a
He added that his office is preparing a
peace marshall system on campus.
document explaining present campus
Dr. Bond also advised the faculty to
security measures.
become more involved with the students
and their problems by meeting with them
on a personal level, possibly in their
residence halls.
Meal tickets will be available in his
office for any faculty member wishing to
eat dinner with the students in their
dormitories.
"It's important that the faculty is out
among the students during the whole
year, like all of us should have been
doing last year," he said.
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
"This University is a youth ghetto at
night. After 5 p.m. there are no adults
William Kunstler pointed an acaround," he said.
cusing finger last night at University
He explained that it was important for
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. and other
older people to sit in during student administrators here for what he calls
discussions to present different points of seeking to halt free expression at the
view.
University by canceling his speaking
In addition, he urged the faculty to date.
bring members of the "public" to the
"They just didn't want him to come

Del Corso has noted he is under court
order not to comment on the shooting
deaths last spring of four students and
wounding of nine others at Kent State
pending conclusion of a state grand jury
investigation of that incident.
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this subject since the beginning of this
very difficult war."
He declined to give details of what he
intends to say but told newsmen it will
not be limited to Vietnam and will cover
all of Southeast Asia.
As an indication of the U.S. attitude,
Nixon said he has instructed the chief
U.S. negotiator at Paris, Ambassador
David K. E. Bruce, "to lay this proposal
on the table" at the next meeting
tomorrow morning wtth representatives
of North Vietnam and the Viet Cong.

here," said Jeff Leviton, Junior (BA l and
the student primarily responsible for
Kunstler's appearance.
"But they
couldn't go as far as denying him his
freedom of speech."
Leviton termed the administration
"evasive" as plans were being made for
the lecture. He cited a great degree of
difficulty in securing a location for the
speech. Anderson Arena was finally
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Nixon's peace proposal
for far easf airs tonight
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon will give the nation tonight what he
called a comprehensive statement on the
Vietnam war.
He said it will include a major new
proposal in an effort to break the
deadlock at the Paris peace talks.
In a short, unscheduled meeting with
newsmen yesterday only 15 hours after
returning from Europe, Nixon said he
will make a radio-television address at 9
p.m. EDT tonight that will be "the most
comprehensive statement ever made on

William Kunstler

Men like Judge Dunipace?" asked
Kunstler.
"A.man like bun, your municipal
court judge who puts someone under a
$5000 bond for conspiracy to smoke
marijuana, and a $10,000 bond if it is
smoked?"
He ended by saying his only faith was
in the students of today who could try to
change value systems of the country and
strive to live not only for themselves, but
for others as well.

Lawyer slams attempt
to cancel speech date

them when called out and will load them
weapons on command of an officer."
"We do not want to kill anyone, or
even injure anyone. But the trouble is
there when we are called out, and we
have to be prepared to do our job."

less than 8 per cent of the nation's
bombings took place on college campuses. He asked why bombings which
killed blacks in the South went without
such national attention and administrative concern from Washington.
President Nixon began his crusade
against college students, Kunstler
charged, in a speech several months ago
in Kansas. He used the recent bombing
of the Army Mathematics Research
Center at the University of Wisconsin as
a weapon against college students.
"The President would have us believe
the bombers at that university are the
typical college students of today,"
Kunstler charged.
"That explosion was the Reichstag
fire of the United States," he said. And
he reviewed how power-mad Nazis in
Germany in the 1930's deliberately set
that fire only to blame it on their own
enemies.
"You students scared the hell out of
this country in May when a near student
revolt in this land was cut short by
summer vacation. The moral indignation of the students was shown," he
said.
And, in a continued harranguing of
federal authorities, Kunstler went on to
ask, "On whose hands is the real blood?
"Is it upon the college student's
hands, or those of the men who prolong
that terrible war in Southeast Asia; or on
those of the police provacateurs, or hardhats?
He brought forth applause from an
audience of nearly 5,000 students when he
spoke of the decaying American judicial
system and it double-standard of enforcement throughout the country.
"You can go to jail for life in Texas
on a marijuana charge, while it is soon to
be only a 10 day sentence in Washington
D.C.," he said.
"What is a student to think of that
kind of sense?"
"And what kind of men are to
determine when the vague language of
the Campus Riot Act is to be enforced?
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STOCKING UP for the winter is one of
the campus's many squirrels. This one

stopped long enough to pose for News
photographer Gordy Gair.

assigned.
"Then the administration threatened
not to pay Kunstler his fee unless Student
Council members drove over to pick him
up."
His fee was channeled from Student
Council. Leviton said.
"Actually, I don't think they wanted
the University's image tarnished by
having a bunch of freaks bring him here,'
Leviton continued.
Kunstler said during the speech that
administrators used the ploy of claiming
University funds from the state
legislature would be cut by $1 million
should Kunstler speak.
"That was just supposition on
Kunstler's part," said Dr. James Bond,
vice president of student affairs.
During his speech, Kunstler also
commented on pressure brought to bear
by the administration to move the
speaking date into December.
"By that time, I'll probably be in
jail," said Kunstler.
"And the administration probably
knew that."
He also commented that by that
time, the University could counterbalance his speech by a proposed address
from conservative William F. Buckley
Jr.
On moving the speaking date into
December, Dr. Bond said there was no
pressure on Leviton, "but we tried to
inform him of the risks involved."
Dr. Bond said the final choice was
left up to Leviton.
"Since they couldn't stop Kunstler,
now I'm afraid the administration will
start acting on me personally," Leviton
said.
Leviton told the News in September
that he had been encountering heavy
resistence from the administration while
preliminary plans for Kunstler's visit
were being considered.
In Kunstler's accusation against the
University administration he said such
tactic* neaded to be exDoaed.
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attack of the 6ft. zippies

trustees meeting
A ftw interesting facts came to light at Friday's Board
Of Trustees meeting.
They .-.ere Quoted by Dr. 6. D. Owens, vice president of
research and financial affairs.
For example, students, do you know what the original
estimate on tne cost of the Cardinal Room project was? It
Aas S160C00.
Nov., brace yourself for the final estimate of the total
cost as the project is nearly complete. It will be in the
neighborhood of S225,000, that's a quarter of a million
dollars.
Divide the number of students here (nearly 15,000) into
$25.000 and you discover that the University spent roughly
SIS per student for a snack bar.
Upon hearing the final estimate a^ Friday's meeting,
one trustee remarked that when the project was being
planned, a $90,000 expenditure was being considered.
And I thought that figure was pretty high," he added.
Similar cost overruns and work delays were experienced in the rennovation of the Mid-Am room at
Harshman Quadrangle.
And although both the Mid-Am room and the
Rathskeller .-.ere refurnished, students learned quickly
last year that one night spot with a good crowd is better
than two that are half-empty.
In terms of the high cost of such projects, it is argued
that rising expenses due to labor and material problems
are unforseeabie and can't be helped.
But because they seem to happen so often such
problems should be anticipated.
An overrun of S65.000 in a planned S160.000 project is not
to be shrugged off, problems or no problems.
Administrators are also finding out that such fiascos
only make it harder to get funds approved by the trustees
for other much needed projects.
And although it's too late now, the Cardinal Room
simply isn't worth the price.

new key format
The new four-volume Key is a great innovating idea on
the part of the yearbook's tri-editors, Becky Linden, John
Cessna and Kathy Glover.
The traditional one bound volume served its purpose
but the ne.v format for the '70-'71 edition will enable
students to see the published results of activities soon after
they have happened.
It's something different. A change for the better, we
hope.

concert tickets
The handling of the ticket sales for the 3 Dog Night
concert left much to be desired.
In the first place, the tickets were being sold this
summer during pre-registration for freshmen giving them
an advantage over upperclassmen.
When the fall quarter began, a considerable number of
tickets had already been sold. Some students didn't even
know the tickets were on sale yet--there was no sales advertising concerning the concert.
Word sure spread fast after the last ticket was sold,
though. Not only did a "sold out" ad appear in the News,
but any reader can find at least three classified ads daily
from students desperately trying to get their hands on
concert tickets--at nearly any price.
The 3 Dog Night are hardly little-known personalities,
.." CR is fairly obvious since the concert required little or
no promotion to sell out.
There was no need to begin ticket sales this summer. If
U.A.O. had decided to put them on sale two days before
Homecoming they still would have sold.
In the foture, give us all a chance.
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By Dwigtt R. Decker
Gueit Columnist
The grizzled old black man walked on
the stumps of legs shot away in World
War I. playing a drum, and. occasionally.
a quavering patriotic song on a trumpet,
•Oh. that poor little man,'' said a middleaged lady near me, pitying him. I
glanced at her with a raised eyebrow: I
couldn't share that sentiment at all. How
can one feel sorrv for a man with the gut*
he had"
The crippled hero marched with the
rest down Pennsylvania Avenue, and for
a moment I felt a burst of admiration and
pride-then I saw the Nazis on the
sidewalk.
The rats had crawled out of the
woodwork.
The March For Victory. October 3.
1970. For years, the Vietnam war has
dragged on, purposely and inconclusively. Why are we there'' What
are we fighting for? Why aren't we
winning'? Wars are nothing new. This
country has fought a lot of them.
What could be more just than fighting
against evil men who kill innocent people
and take over countries?
Mr. and Mrs. American can understand that, and if they missed World

War n. they can see the re-runs on the
Late Show. Why can't we do to North
Vietnam what we did to Germany?
Indeed why not" asked Dr. Carl
Mclntire, and with the fervor of an
evangelical crusade, organized a March
For Victory' Half a million patriots were
to march down Pennsylvania Avenue and
show the President that the American
people wanted scalps instead of peace
treaties and promises for nearly 50,000
dead in Vietnam.
Fundamentally, I see nothing wrong
with the idea of victory. The Korean War
ended, more or less i whether it's actually over or not is still open to debate i.
with peace talks and cease fires and
agreements.
Seventeen years later, there are still
American prisoners in North Korea,
American troops are still stationed at the
38th parallel, and small-scale fighting is
still sporadically going on.
The prospect cf prisoners in North
Vietnam. American troops in South
Vietnam, and continued, if slight,
fighting in 1987 is not an attractive one.
Better to bomb the dikes and
Haiphong Harbor, and get the thing over
with now, than to get a letter from the
Defense Department about my son

news
Leirers
in view of all students
I would like to address this letter to all those it fits, which I am prone to think
is almost all of B.G
I'm a Sophomore this year and remember vividly what happened on this
campus last May. It seems like I'm the only one or at least one of the few that
still does.
I remember the statement that was made by a few of the leaders of "B.G.'s
own little Revolution', 'Let us not let this feeling die over the summer.'' Well
B.G.'s students might have been alive for a second last May but it has died
again and returned to its normal non-wave making self.
In the two weeks that I have been back, all I can see is the typical cold shell
of what is called a university community. This community is factioned off into
its own little cliques; the Frats.. the Freaks, the Students here to get only an
academic education, and a handful of people looking for some warmth in this
iceburg of ignorance.
Everyone here seems to stay in their' own little group thinking they've found
it. the truth, therefore all else is wrong and shouldn't be listened to.
Kahlil Gibran once said, "Do not say I have found the truth, instead say I
have found a truth.''
Bowliag Green go play your games all the day and night. Go separate
yourselves from other ideas than your own, for you are deaf and will fit perfectly into the spot our society has programmed for you.
You shall become the part of our society which has choked liberty out of this
country which has such a good beginning. But let me not interrupt your games
for why should vou listen to one that refuses to belong to vour sterile ranks.
L.E. Helm

our man hoppe

israel is a motherland
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
With the Middle East in flames, the
Prime Minister of embattled Israel
called a press conference here and issued
a unilateral, non-negotiable demand that
her sister in Bridgeport. Connecticut,
return the book she'd borrowed.
It was about the only unequivocable
demand Mrs. Golda Meir made during a
90-mmute chat over grapefruit juice with
a dozen visiting American newsmen.
For the rest of it, the 71-year-old.
grey-haired, heavy-bosomed, gentlysmiling Prime Minister was the epitome
of sweetness, understanding and
inexhaustible patience-despite, God
knows, the unbelievably awful behavior
of Israel's misguided neighbors.
Her Israeli boys were, of course, the
finest boys anywhere, absolutely perfect.
But these bad neighbors were always
picking fights. And those Russians,
always causing trouble.
The United States? A good uncle,
mind you. well-intentioned, but far away
and not too interested-the kind you could
count on for a Rosh Hashana card once a
year and not much else.
Now .there boys hated fighting, God
forbid, but they had to defend themselves, yes'' And to think people would
accuse them of taking something that
wasn't theirs like the vast Sinai Peninsula:
"Do people believe we got up one fine
morning and said we haven't got enough,
rocks and desert?" she asked, her hands
raised palm outward in mock incredulity.
Naturally, her boys could lick all
these bad neighbors with one hand tied
behind their backs. But they didn't want
to fight. So they'd gladly give back this
territory they had taken-well, some of it,
or a smidgeon of it, or at least they'd talk
about it-as soon as these bad neighbors
started behaving themselves like decent
people.
Having explained the political

situation m the Middle East, Mrs. Meir
shook hands with each reporter,
reminded the one from Bridgeport to tell
her sister about the book, and asked with
smiling concern, "And have you had a
nice time in Israel?"
Some may wonder if Mrs. Meir, after
surviving three wars and a half century
of Middle East politics, is really as much
the kindly Jewish mother as she seems.
But, whatever, the spell certainly works.
And when you stop to think that most
world leaders want, above all, to be
loved, you can see what's going to happen
once her techniques become fully understood.
For if there is one thing that no oneabsolutely no one-has ever found a way
to lick, it's a Jewish mother. God forbid.

getting killed in Vietnam many years
after the war was "over." Assuming that
between then and now wars haven't
broken out in Thailand. Malaysia, or the
Phillipines.
Also assuming that inconclusive action in Vietnam hasn't led
to another world war.
In most respects, my opinion was
shared by the people who went to
Washington D.C., lower middle-class
working folks, few with much more than
a high school education, religious,
emotionally-motivated. The "rednecks," the "yahoos," as their more
sophisticated critics call them.
They're also some of the people to
whom the SDS, etc. want to give Power
when the existing order is overthrown,
i which leads to three entertaining
possibilities i
1. The Left hasn't figured out just who
the people are yet, 2. The Left is lying
through its teeth when it promises Power
to them, or 3. The Left plans to wipe out
these people and give the Power to other
people. Themselves, most likely I.
There were hardly half a million
patriotic Americans present, however,
even though Mclntire kept referring to
his audience as being half a million
strong all day. Estimates I've seen put
the count at 15,000 to 20.000.
Religion was the keynote of the March
and the subsequent speeches. Dat good
ol' time religion. Calling up on God and
Jesus and anyone else handy for the
strength to smite our enemies.
The
zippies
in
the
Counterdemonstration summed it up with the
cliche, "Kill a Commie for Christ!" Not
because of the Soviet Union's liquidation
of the Kulaks, not because of Red China's
rape of Tibet, not because of the Soviet
Union's brutal crushing of Hungary, not
because of Ho Chi Minn's extermination
of 50,000 North Vietnamese when he took
power, not even for any hundreds of other
butcheries committed by the international gangsters-but because
Communism isn't Christian!
Look at Communist theory.
The man works for the benefit of other
men. "From each according to his
ability, to each according to his need."
Look at Christian theory. The man works
for the benefit of other men. "It is more
blessed to give than to receive." Either
way, the individual loses.
Mclntire
hasn't realized yet that Christianity has
much more in common with some
variant of Socialism than with
Capitalism.
Throughout the speeches, the same

theme was played upon over and over
again: Communism is bad because it's
atheistic and godless. Mclntire himself
repeated several times that Communists
closed down churches when they took
over, suggesting that his interest in the
whole thing was simply job security.
Freedom of Religion was the topic of
the day, but strictly speaking, not even
that. The freedom to be a Christian.
Period.
As I mentioned, the rats had crawled
out of the woodwork. All day. I kept
picking up nauseating anti-Semitic
literature, passed out by seemingly
dozens of different Jew-hating groups.
I spoke of the Nazis, all twelve of
them, with their swastika armbands and
brown uniforms, and big signs i "Nixon Is
A No-Win Swine!"
"Marxism Is
Jewish: "i.
The National States Rights Party was
there, with its uniforms and thunderbolt
flags. At one point I found myself
arguing with a young black man who
wore a Confederate flag in his shirt
pocket: I was in favor of complete social
integration of the races, and he, a
member of anti-Semitic Statecraft,
accused me of wanting to "mongreuze
the races."
Then there were the hirsute zippies
with their counter-demonstration, who
attempted at several points to invade the
March during the speeches. The hardhats waded in gleefully to beat them up
before the police arrived. The nightsticks went down hard on both sides, and
arrests were made of 52 zippies and hardhats.
I remember thinking. "A plague on
both your houses."
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'project blue book'
By Cralg Covault
News Science Writer
"Project Blue Book", the Air Force's 21 year old investigation of unidentified
flying objects t UFO's i was terminated almost a year ago.
During these years, Blue Book, whose headquarters was located at WrightPatterson Air Force Base in Dayton, investigated hundreds of UFO reports.
Many of them involved quite natural events which were misinterpreted, others
were found to be a deliberate hoax but a few UFO sightings remain unexplained.
Blue Book was officially ended after a half million dollar study concluded
that the "least likely" explanation for UFO's was that they were spacecraft
from another world.
Apparently, however, the Air Force doesn't believe its own conclusions, or
the conclusions of the college specialist who conducted the final study. Cadets
at the Air Force Academy in Colorado are being advised to deep an open mind
when it comes to thinking about what have been popularily termed "flying
saucers."
A14 page section of a special Air Force Academy notebook notes that not all
UFO sightings can be explained by natural or human phenomena. The
notebook states, "This leaves us with the unpleasant possibility of alien visitors
or at least alien-controlled UFO's"
The Air Force manual further states that. "The data suggests at least three
and maybe four groups of aliens, possibily at different states of development."
"The best thing to do," the textbook goes on." is to keep an open and skeptical mind and not take an extreme position."
The Air Force isn't actually saying that it thinks alien space travelers exist.
But, among its own ranks at least, it is carefully saying that the prospect of
alien controlled spacecraft is a possibility.

SHERIFF, THERE'S SOME LIBERAL CANDIDATES WANTIN' TO BE DEPUTIZED . . . THROUGH
THE NOVEMBER ELECTIONS!'
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New U to continue
with timely seminars
By Sieve SlnuraU
The New University,
instituted last spring in the
wake of the Kent State killings
and the Cambodian invasion
will continue this year with
deeper course material and,
hopefully, more organization.
The philosophy of the New
University is to offer anybody
a chance to attend loosely
constructed seminars, taught
by both faculty and students,
and discuss any relevant issue
facing the world today.
According to a New
University policy statement
issued last spring, if a student
can be put in a workshop
situation to study a crisis and
formulate workable solutions,
and then act on these
solutions, he will be able to
learn more about the world he
is entering.
Another argument of the
New University philosophy
statement is that change is
hard to obtain through regular

channels.
The New University
considers itself to consist of
the people who can offer
concrete solutions, and
spearhead action toward
problems that cannot wait
"for
the
bureaucratic
machinery to get around to
them."
Underlying the whole
conception is the belief that
people cannot ignore relevant
issues as the committee feels
most structured classes do.
According to the New
University committee, last
spring's program was extremely successful.
There
were 133 courses offered, with
approximately 3,600 students
attending them.
Carol Sloman, graduate
student in spee-h, said this
year's course offerings are
now in the planning stages.
The courses promise to be
much more highly developed
she said, because instructors
have had more time to plan

Nixon working to avert
fuel, electricity shortage
WASHINGTON (AP)The Nixon administration is
doing enough to avert any
foreseeable winter fuel crisis.
White House economist
Herbert Stein told Congress
Tuesday.
He said actions announced
by the administration Sept. 29
"are judged to be sufficient to
meet the fuel problem as we
see it now," and added that
more would be done if needed.
His testimony before a
House small business subcommittee conflicted with
that of New York Mayor John
V. Lindsay and spokesmen for
the nation's public and private
power companies who asked
more federal help to assure an
adequate winter supply of oil.
coal, gas and electricity.
Lindsay said the entire
East coast faces the
possibility of winter fuel
rationing because of what he
called an artificial shortage.
This was created at least
in part, by federal limits on
imported oil, production
rationing by Texas and
I oui.siana and actions of fuel
producers themselves.
But Stein, a member of
the President's Council of
Economic Advisers, said
causes include an unexpected

Applications
for nexfymar
reach 1,600
They're crying to get into
the University.
The admissions office
reported receiving 1,600 freshman applications within the
first six days of processing.
"In the last five years we
have closed applications for
women before the end of
October, and we expect the
same to happen again this
year," said John W. Martin,
admissions director.

shortage of natural gas and
nuclear power and a rise in
worldwide demand for
residual fuel oil, the heavy
type of oil burned by utilities.
Stein said Lindsay was
incorrect in blaming oil import quotas for rising prices of
oil, since the greatest rises
have been in the cost of
residual duel oil.
He
said
the
administration's efforts included
allowing freer imports of
natural gas liquids from
Canada to the eastern U.S.
allowing
freer import of
crude oil for processing into
residual oil, and allowing
importation of
ethane,
propane and butane from the
Western Hemisphere.
He said Texas and
l.inisiana had eased their
production restrictions and
the coal industry is heading
for a record year.
Lindsay's pleas for more
federal help were joined by D.
Bruce Mansfield, president of
the Edison Electric Institute,
a trade association for private
power companies; and Alex
Radin, general manager of
the American Public Power
Association.

their programs, and seem to
be more interested.
The committee particularly wants to see freshmen and new students interested in the New University. They stress that the
program is highly flexible,
relevant, and it is up to the
student to make of it what
they want.
A unique feature of the
New University is that
anybody, faculty member,
student, non-student, and
administrator, can teach a
course in the program.

Panthers establish ties
with Palestine guerrillas
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Black Panther Party has
established ties with "foreign
revolutionary groups such as
Al Fatah," a House committee
investigator
testified
yesterday. Al Fatah is a
Palestinian
guerrilla
organization.
A study of the Panthers'
official newspaper indicates
that party's ties with Al Fatah
"have gone beyond the talking
stage," investigator Stewart
Pott told a subcommittee of
the House Committee on Internal Security.
A most important recent
trend, he said, is that the
Panthers "are reaching out
more and more for support
and assistance to anti-U.S.
forces overseas."
He added that Panther
sympathies "have developed
from the point of giving lip
service into actual support of
foreign revolutionary
movements."
The study of the Panthers'
official weekly newspaper and
its Black Community News
Service was prepared by the
committee staff.
The subcommittee
hearings into the Black
Panther Party have been
going on since February.
In reconvening them
Tuesday, Rep. Richardson
Freyer, D-N.C, chairman of
the subcommittee, said,
"We are particularly interested in whether the
statements and pronouncements of revolutionary
violence which emanate from
national leaders or are printed

Associated Pi... Wlraaha**

A HELMETED prison guard hits a prisoner
with a nightstick Monday while two others
try to grab him in the courtyard of the Long

Island City Jail n Queens as prison
authorities tried to regain control of the
institution.

Officer sees police in danger
WASHINGTON (AP)California's No. 2 law officer,
hefting a mortar and submachine gun he said were
seized from terrorists, told a
Senate panel yesterday he
fears the time may come when
" the police are outgunned" by
attackers.
The testimony came from
Charles
A.
O'Brien,
California's deputy attorney
general and Democratic
candidate for attorney
general.
O'Brien passed
the
weapons and a cluster of hand
grenades to Chairman James
O. Eastland, (D-Miss) as the
Senate Internal Security
subcommittee
opened
he-.~ings into nationwide
attacks on police.
"The fantastic increases
in the number of murder and
assaults against peace officers dramatically underline

THE BROTHERS OF
PHI DELTA THETA

this problem," O'Brien said.
"They completely refute the
charges that police concern
over this problem is simply
some sort of official
paranoia."
O'Brien said 81 California
police officers have been
murdered since 1960.
"In 1970," he said, " an
average of two peace officers
have been killed everymontri
15 in the first 74 months of
this year."
He said there were 1,215
prosecutions for policeassaults
in 1969 compared to only 362
such cases in 1967, an increase
of 350 per cent.
Most of those arrested, he

said, were young, had prior
police records and 25 per cent
of them were on probation
when they attacked a
policeman.
Increasingly in the last
three years, he said, police
have found a strong link
between sellers of narcotics
and dangerous drugs and the
underground traffic in illegal
guns and munitions.
Increasingly, he said,
such persons are armed with
weapons stolen from military
arsenals and warned the
potential exists that such
weapons-grenades, machine
guns, bazookas and mortars,
will be turned against police.

"The quantity of ihese
weapons and handguns raise
the continuing specter of a
situation in which the police
are literally out-gunned,"
O'Brien said.
"Imagine what a mortar
could do to a police station!"
He said he has no doubt a
conspiracy exists among
members of the Weatherman
faction of the Students for a
Democratic Society SDS and
tin' Black Panther party to
step up attacks on police on a
nationwide scale.
Eastland said the subcommittee
will
hear
policemen from more than a
dozen cities.

Ice Arena
Exhibition Hockey Game
CLEVELAND BARONS VS BALTIMORE CLIPPERS
Wed Oct 7 At 7:30 Dm
Ice Arena
StidMts $1.50 Adilts $2.50
Tickets At M.aorial Hill Or Ira Artii

ALL INTERESTED MEN

CARNATIONS $4.00 DOZ.
ALL COLORS
Order Your Homecoming Mun s and Corsages
From Us Eorly

The Flowerhouse
428 E. Wooster

353-1045

in the Black Panther Party
newspaper are intended as
more rhetoric or the advocacy
of a recommended course of
revolutionary action."
Another committee investigator, Richard A. Shaw,
said the Communist Party has
sought to maintain strong ties
with the Panthers.
However, he said, in answer to a question by Freyer,
"It never has been established
that they-the Communists-had
any success establishing influence over the Panther
Party."
Shaw said two Panther
representatives attended a
Communist meeting where
they were told "money was
available to organize the black
community" if the Panthers
would take direction from the
Communist Party.
Asked if the Panthers had
accepted the money, Shaw
replied, "Apparently not."
He said the Panthers'
frequent use of dictums by
Mao Tse-Tung apparently is
"not to teach Communism per
se but to instill the discipline
necessary
to
effect
revolution."
Shaw said the National
Chapter to Combat Fascism is
an arm of the Panther Party
"which gives the party a
broader base, allowing
Caucasians to participate,
both physically and financially

CORDIALLY INVITE
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All they have to do is
submit the course title, course
description and day and time
of meeting to the New
University committee at Rm.
220 A. Graduate Center.
Also, anyone who would
like to work on the committee
is invited to do so.
The New University will
remain in existence as long as
there is still interest in its
offerings. The committee is
confident that it will have a
successful fall quarter, and is
already planning for winter
quarter.
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Professor turns politician

Nixon returns from trip;

r

Edwards seeks Senate seat
By Mark McCrabb
There are too many
lawyers in the statehouse.
That's the view of Dr.
Bruce Edwards, candidate for
the First District State Senate
seat and a University
Economics professor.
"Primarily, I am running
because I didn't want the seat
to go to the incumbent Senator
Cooke, by default" said Dr.
Edwards.
If he is elected, Dr. Edwards will be the only Bowling
Green professor in the Ohio
General Assembly.

"Senator Cooke hat
followed the voting of the
Republican Party almost
exclusively," he emphasized,
" and I feel that the
Republican Party hain't
provided Ohio with the needed
legislation, especially in the
areas of tax reform and more
money for local schools."
Gllligan, Edwards and
Metzenbaum (GEM) Is Dr.
Edwards' local organization.
It is an out-growth of Students
to Elect Next Ohio Senate
(SENOS), a state-wide
organization of students
working for candidates with

draws 'recruited* crowd

all or part of five counties.

constructive platforms.
"Mainly these are students
that are interested in working
for the Democratic Party
above the county level" said
Dr. Edwards. "Possibly two
or three of our workers will
take advantage of the
modified Princeton Plan that
will allow students to miss two
weeks of classes to work on
political campaigns."
The GEM organization is
made up of about 25 students,
but the number has varied
from a hard core of six to as
many as 100 students.
The First District takes in

WASHINGTON (APThere was a red carpet and a
specially recruited crowd of
government workers on hand
when President Nixon arrived
back home from a nine-day
European tour Monday night.

"We have to travel a lot.
During the summer we made
all the county fairs and we've
been to Toledo quite a few
tunes" Dr. Edwards said,
explaining his campaign
schedule.
This Wednesday he goes to
the American Legion Hall In
Fremont where Metzenbaum
is holding a political rally.
Dr. Edwards earned bis
Ph. D. from the University of
Michigan in 1996. He is past
president of the BGSU
Chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors and has been at
Bowling Green since 1966.

Mtwaphm by Brian StaMsaa

OR BRUCE EDWARDS

Jury calls newsman's death
by tear gas bomb accidental
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LOS ANGELES (AP) » A
coroner's Jury has Issued an
inconclusive finding about the
death of a newsman from a
tear gas projectile fired by a
deputy sheriff during a
Mexican-American riot.
After a three-week Inquest
the seven-member Jury ruled
Monday that Ruben Salazar
died "at the hands of
another" while covering the

Customs officials seize
$10 million in cocaine
WASHINGTON (AP) Customs officials seized
cocaine which they estimated
had a potential maximum
value of $10 million at Dulles
International Airport Monday

Typewriters
Adding
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Calculators
Solas All Makes
Service Expert.
Low Rotas
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Sat. till 5:00

ZZ4EL6,
%.Bowling

outbreak in East Los Angeles
Aug. 29 that left $1 million in
property damage.
Two other persons were
fatally wounded in other parts
of the riot area.
Salazar, 42, was news
director of a Spanish-language
television station and a
columnist on
MexicanAmerican affairs for the Los
Angeles Times.

Grain's Dress & Coat Place

STUDENT CHARGES WELCOME

BETTER
BUSINESS
MACHINES
237 S. Main
S52-77S0

night and arrested two
Columbian citizens.
Myles J. Ambrese, U.S.
commissioner of customs,
said the 54 pounds of drugs
was the first cocaine seizure
at Dulles.
Arrested and charged
with attempting to smuggle
cocaine were Maria Virginia
Aldana Conde, 19, and Brave
France Gonzale, 35, of
Columbia.

He died instantly when
struck in the head by a 10-inehlong tear gas projectile fired
into a bar.
Sheriff's
deputies
testifying at the Inquestincluding Thomas Wilson, who
said he fired the projectilemaintained that that Salazar's
death was accidental.
Three members of the
inquest Jury voted for a finding of accidental death.
None of the Jurors would
comment later of the 4-3 vote
adopting the verdict actually
returned.
The Jury's decision has no
legal force and is intended as a
suggestion to the district
attorney.
District Attorney Evelle
Younger told newsmen his
office would study the Jury's
report.
He called the inquest full
and fair and said that the only
possible crime in Salazar's
death would be involuntary
manslaughter, "the unlawful
killing of a human being
without malice aforethought
and without an intent to kill."

LOUESHIRTS
Adam & Eve couldn't have
expressed love and togetherness better than
our classic "Loveshirts"
do.... Gals & guys can
wear it anywhere because the loveshirt is
casual, it's message
is beautiful . . .
and obvious. Buy
one as a gift even better by
the pair.
Crew neck, rib cuff and bottom, set in sleeves. All cotton, fleeced inside for extra
warmth. State size S/M/L/XL.

6- Ml

PAIR

•hat ll.W p.p. ftMsf.
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A spokesman for Andrews
Air Force Base, where the
President's big Jet landed,
estimated that nearly 3,000
persons, including members
of Congress, the administration and the
diplomatic corps were on hand
to welcome the returning chief
executive.
Earlier, leaflets were
circulated government offices, inviting federal employes to attend the return.
Trumpets heralded the
first steps as the President
and Mrs. Nixon walked from
the plane down a red carpet to
the receiving stand.
Vice President Splro T.
Agnew welcomed the chief
executive home and told the
crowd that relations in the
"very critical and touchy
area" of the Mediterranean
were vastly Improved as a
result of the visit.
Nixon then took the
microphone and
told the
crowd he appreciated the
response given him overseas

but "there's nothing quite like
being home again."
The crowd, which almost
filled the giant hangar for Air
Force One, applauded loudly
as Nixon emerged from the
plane, as he spoke, and at the
conclusion.
Leaflets inviting federal
workers to the arrival
ceremonies were distributed
Monday in the Pentagon-the
world's largest office building
with 30,000 employees-and at
the offices of the Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare.
Similar invitations also
were distributed by White
House request at monuments
and tourist centers.
"You are cordially invited... to welcome the
President and Mrs. Nixon
home from their European
trip," announced an unsigned
mimeographed leaflet
dropped on desks around the
Pentagon Monday.
The HEW leaflet said
"HEW employees have been
invited to attend the
welcoming ceremonies which
will be at Hangar 7 at Andrews Air Force Base at 8:00
this evening." It was signed
by HEW •Secretary Elliot L.
Richardsen.

Season tickets available
for musical productions
Season tickets are now
available for the Bowling
Green State University Artist
series and for the Scholarship
Fund;'oncert Series initiated
last year by the School of
Music.
The New York Pro Musica
production of "An Entertainment for Elizabeth"
begins the Artist Series season
Sunday, Oct. 25.
Other performers include
Longstreth and Escosa, duoharpists, Nov. IS; Giorgio
Tozzi, bass-baritone, Jan. 17;
The Munich Chamber Orchestra, March 7; Leonard
Rose, cellist, April 4; and
Maria Alba and Company of
Spanish Dancers, April 25.
The Scholarship Fund
Concert Series debuts with a
performance
by
the
University's Faculty
Chamber Orchestra, which is
scheduled for Saturday, Oct.

24.
Other programs include
Francis Burnett, pianist, Nov.
21; An Evening of Chamber
Music, Jan. 23, and An
Evening of Quintet Music,
April 10.
Artist Series season
reservations (for all performances) are $8 for adults
and 16.50 for students, and can
be purchased in 405 Student
Services Bldg. until Friday
Oct. 16.
Tickets for the Scholarship
Fund Concert Series are
available by mail from the
School of Music. Tickets are
$7 for adults and $3 for
students. For a limited time,
a free ticket to the University
presentation of Mozart's
"Requiem" will be included
with each series ticket sold.
Single admission tickets
(adults. $2; students, fl) will
be sold after the first concert.
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Dr. Timm views 24 years
By Sally Besgrw t
She's been around (or a
while, but by no means is over
the hill.
She's (01 views on
everything from the quarter
system to Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew.
She'; an advocate o(
women's right*, but hasn't yet
rejected femininity
In a time when tew women
were actively involved in the
political aspects of the world.
Dr. Jacqueline E. Ttmm was
working for a B A. MA. and
Ph.D. m political science from
the University of Texas at
Austin. She was taking on
positions ir. political science
education and working with
the Carnegy Institute for
International Peace.
Today she is in her 24th
year as professor of political
science at BGSV.
With such a background, it
could be said that Dr. Timm
was one of the first members
Of the modem-day women's
liberation movement. She is
sympathetic
with
the
movement to some degree.
"I am in favor of women's
receiving equal pay for doing

I

equal work.'' she said,
"having equal rights and
owning property": I Wrongly
believe in equal'responsibility
for women.''
She does not agree with the
women's liberationists entirely, for she (eels that "some
chores, like taking care o(
small children, naturally (all
to the women."
Teaching and departmental work here takes up all
of her time and Dr. Timm has
had to live up many of her
hobbies, especially since the
quarter system was initiated
here.
At that rime she was a
member of the University
curriculum committee, and
she voted against the quarter
system proposal. Of this she
said. T still believe that
learning requires a process
called osmosis. Ten weeks
just isn't enough time."
The changing over to the
quarter system was only one
of the many changes that Dr.
Timm has witnessed over her
24 >ears at BGSV.
Building changes have
been unbeheveable.
"When I first came here it
was a pleasant little campus.

but now it seems that you need
a map to (ind your way
around." Dr. Timm said.
She well knows that a map
can be helpful, (or during the
summer she was unable to
locate the new Math-Science
building
Dr. Timm has also noticed
an ever-increasing amount o(
student freedom. Years ago
there could be "no cuts: now
there are unlimited cuts.
Students can live off-campus,
which at one time wasn't even
considered."
Of course, she witnessed the great increase of
students on campus over the
years, but. she said, "one
thing has not changed over the
years, and that is the friendliness of the students."
As would be expected of
any professor of political
science. Dr. Timm has some
definite opinions on the issues
of the day:

stitutional amendment,
though."
-On Spiro Agnew: "Mr.
Agnew has the unfortunate
gift of using terminology that
turns people right o((. He does
have good material at tunes,
and he was right when he said
that the media can and does
sometimes slant the news."
-On Vietnam: i believe
that President Nixon is trying
hard to disengage us. but once
we are out. we will have to
consider economic aid to build
up the countries."
-On the Mid-East: Doctor
Timm is hoping that the
U.S.S.R. will back the United
States and bring about a
settlement. "At the present.
Nasser's successor is the
determining factor."

-On the 18-year-old voting
law:
"Some people o(
eighteen are qualified to vote:
others aren't. This is the same
among older people. I do wish
that this would have been
determined by a Con-

participation in issues and
interest in academic pursuits. "Sooner or later." she
said. "We shall work ourselves o\it of the problems.
"We shall overcome, to use
the words of Dr. Martin
Luther King."

-On campus disorder:
"Last May after the trouble at
Kent State there was quite a
tense, tight situation here.
The vast majority of students
were determined to keep
school open; I have the
highest respect and admiration for these students "
Dr Timm looks to the
future optimistically.
She
foresees greater student

Talks stymied, U.S. says
N«-f ,-3'3 by John Jaekten

Dr. Jacqueline Timm

r

Cloud challenges Gilligan
to produce position papers

\
•
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rue budget
Speaking last night in
Parma. Metzenbaum charged
Republican gubernatorial •-hat the proposal proves that
:ar.didate R.ger Cloud •.he administration puts
yesterdaj challenged nil military spending ahead of
Democratic .pp<:r.er.: John J domestic needs.
He
also
criticized
tut position
pap*.-.- i c the p i: p le of Ohio presidential
vetoes
o(
:an tee whore he stands n the education, housing and
r..sp::al appropriations as
:: j. t IMUeS."
Cloud said h« has issued inflationary, adding the
. _-.-..:- papers on sever. ■ Iministration doesn't talk
.< t subjects but Mi op- inflation when it wants money
for ar.n-ballistic missiles."
r.ent has not issued one.
Meaenbaum's opponent.
He charged Gilligan with
trying I win the election l".S Rep. Robert Taft Jr..
cancelled his scheduled
A.:.'. • high-priced television
; tuing campaign and a campaigning around the state
today to return to Congress in
jilt tongue
Democratic U.S. Senate Washington.
A seven-county poll.
:ar.d;date Howard Met.5.ned today by the
ier, b a u m.
meanwhile,
..•.ol.er.ied a proposed $i Columbus Dispatch showed
n increase ui next year's Secretan of State Ted W
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Brown and Lt. Gov. John W.
Brown
leading
their
Democratic opponents in
races to retain their offices.
Secretary of State Brown
drew 56.3 per cent o( the poll's
vote, compared to 32.4 per
cent (or Democrat John F.
Kennedy o( Cleveland.
Some 11.3 per cent of the
voters were undecided.
Lt. Gov. Brown held a 47.9
to 40.1 per cent lead over his
Democratic opponent State
Sen .Anthony 0. Calabrese.
The remaining 12 per cent
were undecided.
Counties polled were
Mahomng. Trumbull. Stark.
Montgomery. Franklin.
Delaware and Pickaway.

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y.
AP ■ - The United States told
the other three big powers
yesterday it is useless to talk
further about Middle East
peace guidelines until Egypt
•rectifies''
its
alleged
violations of the Aug. 7
standstill agreement.
U.S. sources said the
.American position was set
forth at a private meeting of
deputy representatives of the
United States. Britain. France
and the Soviet Union.
The U.S. participant.
.Ambassador Christopher H.
Phillips, asked for a
suspension of the meetings of

the deputies who have been
working specifically on
guidelines to aid U.N. peace
envoy Gunnar V Jarring.
Phillips was reported to
state that the alleged shifting
of Sam 2 and Sam 3 missiles in
the Suez cease-fire zone raised
doubts as to whether there
was a sincere desire on
Egypt's part for peace.
The situation must be
rectified he said. He added
that guidelines would be
useless under present circumstances even if it were
possible to reach Big Four
■*■

Applications for
Student Body Boards
&

University Committees
Are Now Available In...
Room 405

agreement.
American sources said
Phillips reaffirmed U.S.
support of the Security
Council's resolution o( Nov. 22.
1967. in all its parts and
believed this should remain
the basis (or a Middle East
settlement.
This resolution called (or a
withdrawal o( Israeli troops

(rom positions occupied in the
1967 war and (or recognition of
the Arab countries o( Israel's
right to exist with secure
boundaries.
Israel withdrew from the
peace talks shortly after they
began at U.N. headquarters at
the end of August and insists
that it will not return until
Egyptian missiles are moved
back to their Aug. 7 positions.
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Hears pleas to improve welfare

GOP starts platform debate
COLUMBUS (AF) - Ohio
Republican platform committee members heard pleas
for improved mental health
and welfare programs as they
began hearings on the party's
1970 platform yesterday in
Columbus.
Thomas
Beckett,
spokesman for the Ohio
Association of Retarded
Children, told the committee
Ohio ranks 41st in its per
capita spending for the
mentally retarded and said
the state needs to increase
funding for its mental institutions by SO per cent.
Mrs. Marion S. Wells,
executive director of the Ohio
Mental Health Association,
called for more funds for
community mental health

centers.
She also urged that the
state budget an additional $3
to $4 million a year for drug
treatment programs.
James R. Clark, a Cincinnati lawyer and spokesman
for the Ohio Citizens Council
for Health and Welfare,
recommended three changes
in Ohio welfare programs to
the committee.
He
proposed:
-That dependent children
should not be discriminated
against in comparison with
other welfare programs by the
amount of aid given them and
the way their aid is financed.
- That the state share in
financial support of the child
welfare services - not financed
completely by counties.

- That Medicaid program
be extended to those who can
meet regular living expenses,
but cannot handle the added
burden of doctor and hospital
bills.
The platform committee
also heard a recommendation
from J. A. Anderson, a

PUZZLE

TO
DO
TODaY

Poetry, fiction magazine
makes debut next week
A new literary magazine
designed to fill the void in
fiction and poetic writings will
come off tlie presses early
next week.
It will be call "The Black
Swamp Review," and is edited
by twc, University graduate
students majoring in creative
writing. Konald Bean and
Robert Berner.

The first issue will be an
offset printed 56 pages in
length, featuring writings by
local authors and other
writers
with
national
reputations.
Writers will include Cesare
Pavese's translations of a
selection (rom a novel Thomas
I.orenz. short story; Vern
Kutsala, former visiting poet

Alpha Phi- SAE
GO - 60!
THANKS SAE'S!
THE PHI'S

to the University last winter
quarter; Michael Harper,
author of the book, "Dear
John, Dear Coltrain," and
Gunter Eich, translations of
prose poems.
The editors are seeking
contributions from University
authors as they prepared for a
University-only issue of their
magazine.
Also, any works such as
poems, essays, ink drawings
and
photographs
are
requested.
The magazine will have an
international circulation with
outlets in Canada, England
and the U.S.
Subscriptions are available
at $4 a year, or $1.25 per issue
at local distribution points:
University Book Store, and the
editors campus offices in 402
Moseley Hall and 103 Hanna
Hall.

COUNSELING CENTER
Developing
Personal
Potential Group will meet at 1
p.m. in the counseling Center.
All interested persons are
invited to attend.

By Cora Goodman
I Kl Small
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Jolly —.
02 Legal
Afternoon
documents.
■flairs.
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111.,- k
nightshade.

Will meet at 4 p.m. in Room
201 B. Women's Bldg. AU
volleyball entries for intramural volleyball are due at
this time.

BOWLING GREEN'S NEW
AUTOMATED TWINS
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE
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coins.
40 Surfeited.
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50 Spouse.
51 Adriatic
wind.
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53 "Desire
Under the
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Solution to Yesterday's Puzzle

Will meet at 4 p.m. in the
Journalism School.
Active
members only are to attend
meeting.

CRYPTOGRAM — By Archibald V. McLees

OLD I'IN IMGNU MO AX SPEENS

INKSTONE MAGAZINE
Publication for 1970-71 is
now organizing and all
editorial and staff positions
are still open. Fill in an application to Inkstone in the
English Dept., Mailroom,
201.A University Hall.
For
further information, please
call John Gallo, 353-0422.

THINK. " T M U N K D K '

> I II It X

N G H I . "

Yesterday's cryptogram: Llamas rove over

Crrnnrn

anar-i HUCIH

Evenings oi 7:45
Sol. ft Sun. Mot ol 2i 15
S2.00 - 14 ft Und.r SI.00

mesa.

WIZARD OF ID
by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

TUB

'.****■

7

1'

Places.
Taffeta.

The platform committee is
expected to have its recommendations ready when the
state Republican Party opens
its convention in Columbus
tomorrow.

20 Orchid
meal.
27 Garlic bud.
28 Snake.
29 Danger.
311 Black :Fr.
31 Time
waster.
32 Pigeon
holes for
knowledge.
34 Folk tales.
37 Joshed.
M Pinochle
term.
43 Baseball
term.
44 Oriental

43

Postpone*,

Will meet at 7 p.m. in Rocm
310. Moseley Hall.

21

a

obtain federal transporation
funds.

footboll S'ad.i

Xi*et*a2

F.MJWR-I-IISK.N'

ONE WEEK ONLY

2nd Week

THE ACCLAIM IS LOUD AND

42

Private.

1

!
"
"

A I. B Y
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 303, Women's Bldg.

SHOPPING CINUR low'mq di-rn Oi

o» 1-7} Oppo.itr

WOMEN'S RECREATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

PHI OMEGA PHI
Will meet from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. in the Perry Croghan
Room, Union.

<

I34

SAILING CLUB

STAfMVM

ADM: $2.00-

t

ELECTIONS BOARD
All homecoming candidates'
pictures are due by 5 p.m. in
Room 405. Student Services
Bldg.

4 Baseball,
football, etc.
5 Streams.
0 Speak.
7 High wind.
8 Dutch city.
9 Dens.
10 Horse
racing.
11 Orient.
12 Early
English
composer.
13 Soothsayer.
21 Reach t. > Ml,
23 Grain seed.
25 Fertile
plain

ACROSS

Newsphoto by Jim Fleaiar

NEWEST CAMPUS EDITORS to head a publication are Robert
Berner, left and Ronald Bean.
Their publication, a literary
magazine called "The Black Swamp Review," will premier early
next week.

representative of the Ohio
Public Transport Association,
that the state create a department of transportation.
Anderson, a member of the
Cleveland Transit system
board, said such a department
would help bring new industry
to the state and would help

Ends Tues. - Oct 13

aW— Mk. Wmt

1 WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS I

W***HIBHESTRATIM8I"/

^SEL*""**,

N V, DAILY NCWS

"'On A Clear Day You
Can See Forever' is an
Extra Special Picture!
Magical! It has an
endearing out-of-theordinary quality!"
P^ja Ir"^

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

■""■ /

METROMtOIA RADIO N[WSL_"—^.pfesi'ZJr*'*'**^/

-NOW- CLA-ZEL
Thru Octl3
Ivs At 7i00 I, 9:15

METROGaDWYNMAYER e^sr.™
A CARLO P0NTI PRODUCTION

IN

llL

DOCTOR
ZIIiVVGO
PANAVISION'

AND METROCOlOfl

|

-NOWThru Oct 13
Bo. 0ll.ee Open 7:00

Sol ft Sun Mol Ai 2:00. 4:30

Corloon 7:30

IN THE CAR HEATERS NOW AVAILABLF
'S^SJ^N^S*'

At 7:50

LIZA MINNELLI AT HER IEST

^^.^^ HIGHEST
RATING!

w^w^

™ SniDENT NIIHSliS
They're learning fast

LIZA RATES OSCAR IN TOP DRAMA'

liza
A NEW VYORID PICTURES RELEASE

Plus At 9:30

ken
Howard

"1£-

it GP'

JOB WANTED

Nursery school--like
babysitting good references.
Phone 352-4006
BUSINESS
PORTUNITIES

21 and over Agreulve Men
wanted.
Exceptional opportunity. Full or Part time
Call Mr. Wakelin 352-5111 at.
232 between 10:30-12 noon or 5Spm

Babysitter wanted for 1 mo
old Call 394«362

FILM
raaatM U

Ride Needed:
Frt Oct»
Cambridge-New Concord ares
or Columbus.
Will share
expenses Doug 2-5535

MALE
SUBJECTS WANTED:
Problem solving experiment
Will take approximately one
how. PAY: 11.79 plus.
Sociology SMALL Groups
Laboratory. Phone: 372-22N

OTTO PPIMINQIR
Me '

RIDE

COOKS:
Evening hours.
Howard
Johnson's,
S.
Reynolds Rd Msumte. Good
wages with meals included,
no experience necessary
Phone SS3-224I and ask for Mr.
Feathers or Mrs. Smith

— DAILY NEWS

minnelli

CLASSIFIED

PORTAGE

Mia Farrow
In a WNhwrt Caste ProducBon

John Cassavetes

WANTED TELEPHONE
SURVEY GIRL: Full or part
time in own borne. Privste
line essential. Write Bos 1

Experienced
typM. Theses, term papers,
etc Call 354-7733

Studenl Ecology Group LIFE
meeting at 1-00 p.m tonight
Oct. 7 in 111 life science. All
students and (acuity welcome

GIRL
WANTED
FOR Undecided' Uptight? ConWEEKLY CLEANING 1-4 fused' Resolution
Counhours SATURDAYS, ph 334- seling Center 320 Student
2401
Services
PERSONALS

LOST 4 FOUND

Stevie-Bear-TogeUler
forever-at last' I love you'
Susie-snake

Black kitten lost Aug 11 N.
Grove St Call 3724229 Roon
104 Treadway

Karen Williams please call Lost-Cocker-Collie Puppy 40
this NO AFTER 5 SO pm. wks. old contact Nancy 172-

[stIIUil

Alpha Gams-Thanks lor the
terrific time at the tug. and
the party after Alpha Sigs

Best cash offer 372-liSo

For Sale AKAI lau •
Arc "Cross field he. .
Brand new.
Walnut cage
tapes and cartridges, never
used, dm plugs included
Price new MOO to KB. Will
sell for 1225. Full warrantee
call 8624373 evenings.
For Sale '07 Fist "050" Spyder
red call 352-7700 slter 6 30
16 PonOac • cylinder power
steering. 352-7371.

3177.

'61 Chevelle SS with vinyl top.
4 speed hurst, mags, polyglas.
and more. Call 394-3152 aRer

FOR SALE OR RENT

II p in

Girl's ice skates site I light
brown fall IIS Call after 5.
Lots of Love to our new sisters 352-7302
from 23 of the happiest rurtias
ever.
For sale: One aqua-lung 72
qu It J-rrserve 64 tank K0
ChiO's: Lets make It "100" 3S3-7»2»
nextUme II was a great tea!!
The Sigs
Bike 'Peugeot'-IO speed: 3930H9 after 5; 223 Lehmann
It's twice as nice to be
Ron"
umbered to a Delta Tua
Delta active.
Congrats For Sale '07 Lernans. ConRobbie LoveDebby.
vertible 3 speed, good condition csll 177-0109 after (.
DelUssy 70s. Get ready to
get It on.
Wish to buy tickets to 1 Dog
Night Concert. Call 34473
Carol. Congrats on your Alpha
Chi activation' You really Gsrbils for salt.
Contact
earned if Waffles
LIFE Vicki Evans at 3-2432
—
■
Xi's want to
thank Theta Oil's for Friday 0t Firebird Black Stpeed
night and tor -MUSCLE" at Extras Must Sell 3524072.
Mud Tug Buns are Xi Best.
For Salt: '00 Honda "390"

Sony TV works In home or car
M0 csll Mike 352-5104 before 5
t4 VW Camper for sale. Call
Chris after 3, 352-7270.
'S3 Buick special conv.. cheap,
392-12*3, afltr J.
05 Austin Healy BRG 3.000
MKI1I. Well maintained
Fostona 435-4107.
Guitar instructions In my
home call 353-2003 attar 5.
MacraaasTypewriters. adders and
calculators. Sales service and
rentals 227 S Main 392-7700
dally HI 0 p m Sat. HI 5.
Watch Need Cleaning' oil
353-1330 or take to Apt 120
afltr I pm Oneailss win
danvar whan tatahed.

..i.fv ix.* Nigat
I IM rail Hila IT.'Girl needed to share
University Court Apt. with 3
girls Winter 4 Spring quarter
Low rent 352-5(46
Male needed to share Apt.
reasonable. Call Bob at 352•352.
I responsible male to share
Apt., an.50 mo. See Jim. 455
S Enterprise Apt- C between
noon and 2:3* or sltsr 5:00
pjn.
OLD FASHION HAYRIDES
tor information call SOS-2B2
after I pm.
Need male to share Greenview Apt. call 352-Ksl
CUSTOM WEDDING BANDS
In gold or sterling. Philip
Morton Contemporary
Jewelry IK W. Woottsr.
POSTER COLLECTORS-San
Francisco Rock Concert
Posters Full color Oat of
print. Full aiie originals, Irom
tbt
Fillmtro
Auditorium Guaranteed
highest quality or money
refunded
Or.ginally cost
•1.50 each Limited offer t for
•4.05 We pay postage. Arbuckle Bro. 3(71 Piedmont
Are.. Oakland Ca. 94411
tS rod Mustang w-vinyl top.
Auto
Maurice Dewese.
Wesson tss-4lo afltr t pm
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Pulitzer Prize winner speaks

NOW IN IT'S...

Labels bother author Nye
By John Lake
As Pulitzer Prize winner
Russel Nye descirbes it, the
problem facing literary
historians is "getting at the
unexpressed majority."
•i don't think we can
afford to label things as cheap,
vulgar, or worthless. It's all a
kind of shared experience not
to be neglected."
Professor Nye appeared
here yesterday through the
efforts of the history' and
popular culture departments
in the first m a series of interdepartmental lectures.
Author of "The Unembarassed News." a study of
popular culture in the United
States. Nye is currently
teaching at Michgan State
University.
Stressing that the study of
popular culture should not be
approached without serious
intent. Nye expressed fears of
trivialization," which could
result in popular culture
becoming an unscholarly
thing.
Nye also raised the
question of how technology
will affect the distribution of
ideas. While the average 18year-old college student in
Canada has viewed between
500 and 600 films in his
lifetime, he has read less than
50 books."
He further stated that

"while print is definitely not
going out, audio-visual
sources of information may
dominate by the 21st century."
Nye outlined the patterns
which emerge in the popular
novels of the 19th and 20th
centuries. For example, the
love magazines of 1840 -SO are
little more than " instruction
manuals for wives, offering
advice on how to handle a
husband." he said. He further
cited popular books of the
1910-30 era aimed at young
girls, wich warned them
against going steady with one
boy but encouraged them to
keep-well scrubbed at all
times.
Even today such themes
often emerge, one of the more
common being the 'what
really goes on inside" type,
such as "Airport". "Hotel",
and many doctor television
programs.
"Though the Western
novel has been well studied,
the second largest category of
popular novels up until 1880
was
the
American
Revolution," noted Nye.
"Most of them seem to say
that the revolution was
inevitable and oversimplify
history." he said. "They tend
to divide the characters up
into good and bad guys."

On Sept, 18. trusteees of
Southern Illinois University
specified activities that will be
punishable by suspension or
expulsion and listed among
more serious offenses the
occupation of a university
facility in defiance of administrative orders.
The same day, regents ol
the University of Washington
passed unanimously a fivepoint conduct
code with a
controversial clause that
forbids " intentionally inciting
others to engage immediately
in any of the conduct
prohibited herein."
The
University
of
Wisconsin, long plagued by
violence, reflects two aspects
of line-drawing.
The state regents have set
forth categories of offenses for
which students may be
disciplined by the school.
They include damaging or
attempting
to
damage
university
property
or
programs, endangering safety
of university community
members,
obstructing
university functions and
conviction of certain crimes.
Complementary to these
bylaws, the Wisconsin administration has adopted a

BIG
WEEK!
1616 E. W00STER ST.
IN THE STADIUM PLAZA

Nswipholo by Dov* Elbr.cM

PULITZER PRIZE winner Russel Nye
describes the problems of the literary
historianin the first of a series ot interdepartmental lectures sponsored by
the history and popular culture departments.

Students returning to school
find 'law laid down' on riots
Thousands of college and
university students returning
to campuses this fall are
finding the law laid down
about demonstrating, occupying buildings, and other
forms of protest.
New
a n 11 vi o I e n c e
measures across the country
range from electronic sensors
and secret tactical plans to
revised codes, judicial
machinery and penalty
procedures. More are in the
works.
The new rules come in the
wake of last spring's campus
turbulence which closed or
disrupted hundreds of colleges
in protests related to Cambodia and the deaths of four
students at Kent State.
Some schools are offering
students encouragement to
«t involved in the system
through partcipation in
political campaigns.
Higher
education
authorities were preparing to
stiffen their stands against
violence months before
President Nixon's Sept. 16
admonition to "stand up and
be counted" and similar
recommendations from his
Commission on Campus
Unrest.

1

code that specifies other offenses, including possession of
firearms and unauthorized
use of sound equipment.
It provides for school
discipline plus fines up to $500
and as many as 90 days in jail,
such penalties to be imposed
by county courts.
California's giant state
college system_has made a
sweeping crackdown, including abolition of faculty
and faculty-student panels
that used to hear cases against
students.
Now disciplinary hearings
are to be before the college
president, closed, with a
prosecuting attorney and the
opportunity for a defense
attorney
"if proper early
notice is given."
Stanford University,
which says its disruptions last
school year cost more than
$500,000. has a new acting
president, and an array of
prevention measures.
A booklet to incoming
students outlines campus
rules and the judicial system.
Measures under consideration
to
identify
disrupters include more
highly trained campus police,
photographers with advanced

photographs of disruptive
incidents and use of faculty.
students observers.
Some schools, like Northwestern
and
Emory
universities, have informed
students in advance that if
they don't like the rules-as
Northwestern put it- " you
should spare yourself and the
university future troubles by
reconsidering your decision to
enroll."
Sources say a few institutions are trying to head
off violence by screening
applicants.
Oklahoma State's dean of
students, Abe Hesser, said,
•We are watching enrollment
procedures and identifying
students who have had
problems on other campuses.
We are counseling these
students and, in some cases
not permitting them to
enroll."
Interestingly the diggingin of heels comes at a time
when mass disruptions might
be waning.
Anbviolence
measures
are far from universallypopular. Many students and
faculty members have called
them repressive and likely to
increase polarization.

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED!

CHECK YOUR

MAIL-BOX
IF YOU HAVEN'T RECEIVED YOUR GREAT SCOT MAILER, STOP IN, WE HAVE
ONE WAITING FOR YOU AT OUR STORE WHERE YOU'LL FIND TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS LIKE THESE.

"CHOOSY"

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

RIB STEAK

FLORIDA PINK OR WHITE

LEW ALCINDOR
In Action !
OSCAR ROBERTSON
DAVE SORENSON
JOHNNYEGAN
-MANY MORE

MILWAUKEE BUCKS
VS.
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
Lew Alcindor 7-1

Center

Milwaukee Bucks

Sunday Oct. 11 8 p.m.

Anderson Arena BGSU

Tickets On Safe At

SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT
*

DBAG/3
YOU'LL FIND MANY MORE VALUES
ONCE YOU ENTER GREAT SCOT....
Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure!
r

Great Scot

-in

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

Memorial Hall Ticket Office
OHI

Wstkeifs 8 ■.■.-!!••■, 1 f.m.-S p.m.

PRICES GOOD WED., OCT. 7, THRU MS., OCT. 13, 1970
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Joe Green raps during stopover
B> \ in M;inmv
Assistant Sports Editor
•Morton lakes the snap
!lt m center and fakes to Hill.
says the radio announcer
tie rolls to his right...he's
getting a big pass rush from
the Giants...now he throws
over the middle, but it's
overthrown and incomplete.
Morton intended it for Bob
Hayes, and covering on the
play for New York, was Joe
Green, the rookie free safety '
l'nh-huh. Bowling Green's
own Joe Green, three time All
MAC middle guard at 5'9-185
pounds is now a pro defensive
back wtth the New York
Giants of the National Foolball league.
Dressed in a snugly fitting
brown Edwardian single
breasted suit
the man
himself was on campus
Monday afternoon, having
-ome down from Detroit with
jiother Giant teammate.
'Yeah, we were ;r. no mood
;u back to Sew York after
s..-..: K' the New Orleans
■jet :♦-'■
md Joe. s.
we f.ew up : Detroit ar.d
carr.t dewr
Iwck the

place out and see some
people''
The loss to the Saints as the
result of a blocked punt in the
fourth quarter was the third in
a row for the winless Giants,
ar.d it has Joe miffed and
::.> stifled as well
"I can't figure this team
out. Shoot man We oughta be
three-and-O." he said. "We
had Dallas at the half 10-0. bu:
then they come out the second
half and Hayes caught a
couple and beat us "
Joe also felt New York
should have won it's opener
against the Chicago Bears, but
Cecil Turner ran a Giant
kickorf back 96 yards for a
touchdown, and the Bears won
24-16
Ironically, that runback.
ugh it might not be directly
attributed to an error made by
J,e. ;s his responsibility.
nevertheless, He's on all of
New York's special teams
a -<■ jobs are to cover
ki k Efi and punts.
Hew ever his profession.
playir.j -..me hasn't been
restricted to suicide squad
duty, sir.ee he's progressively
play ed more at free safety in

each game so far.
■i should be playing more
and more as the season goes
on because Spider's got a bad
shoulder, and if he gets a good
lick on it he'd be through."
said Joe.
Spider is Carl Lockhart.
the Giant's starting free
safety who Joe is backing up.
Lockhart is one of the game's
best, but at 60 175 pounds is
not the sturdiest, and itwas an
injury to his shoulder this
summer that proved to be a
boon for Joe.
••They say what makes you
in pro ball is the breaks you
get and I'd say this was
mine." Joe said.
"When
Spider was out I started three
of six exhibition games and
played about three quarters in
each of em."
I was hurtin' for experience, since switching
from a college lineman to a
pro defensive back ain't the
easiest thing in the world." he
added.
Spider and Willie
Williams helped me out. and
you know Joe baby was
siudyin' his play book late
every night too."
One of three rookie free

agents who stayed with New
York out of the original 18 they
signed. Joe learned something
playing Sunday afternoon
against an elephant sized
'Ernie Wheelright. TonyBaker. Andy Livingston-all
230 pounds plus > New Orleans
running attack.
•They're some big dudes,
man and if you hafta keep
hitting em all the time, you
ain't gonna be able to stand up
after awhile." said Joe.
"Most defensive backs are
only little guys, so even the
best of ui are going to go

down."
Joe said he really digs
being a member of the New
York Giants but while he may
feel that way about the team,
there are some things he could
do without in New York.
•So
many
people,
man...congestion" You can't
go anywhere without bumpin'
into people." he said. 'It's a
nice place to visit, but..."
Joe got an idea in July just
how close some people in the
New York metropolitan area
can get to you.
For instance, the
bad
rags" he was wearing Monday

MAC picks Villapiano
defender of the week
By Denny White
Sports Editor
Attention, that was the fourth Western Michigan fumble
caused by Villapiano A few moments later, the same press
box announcer at Waldo Stadium reported, Luckily, Villapiano
is a senior."
The announcement must have reverberated all the waydown to the Mid-American Conference office in Columbus,
where Bow ling Green's Phil Villapiano and Miami's Greg Palija
were named today, the MAC s defensive and offensive Players
of the Week, respecbvely.
Besides jarring the ball loose from Bronco ball carriers at
least four times. Phil made 10 solo tackles and 14 in all. His
three" game total is 34. including nine behind the line of scrimmage for minus 63 yardage
Palija was devastating in another way. catching three
passes from Redskin quarterback Jim Bengala for touchdowns,
and 10 in all.
.After roughing up Ted Grignon and his fleet scatbacks last
Saturday, Villapiano now has his sights on an even better
scrambler. Toledo's Chuck Ealey.
The Falcon defensive captain and right end admitted the
Western game produced his best performance this season, but
noted that ••■ Ted i Grignon at best, was only a good warmup for
Ealey."
Confronting the Houston Veer offense, last week Villapiano
followed orders. The coaches told me to go get em i meaning
the guy with the pigskin i and that's my type of game."
Standing around and waiting, or containing a quarterback,
is not Phils brand of ball: attacking them head-on is. burly
blockers notwithstanding
Agression seems like an understatement for the 6-3 220 pound, human moving van.
All-Amencan is the label being applied more and more to
Villapiano, and this week's honor bestowed by the league is a big
step in that direction. Clouding his chances for a place on the
collegians' post-season honor roll is BG's current losing record
and subsequent lack of recognition.
To show which means more to Phil, his gruff response to any
locker room questioning, following his outstanding effort
against WM. was "! don't want to talk about it."
In otherwords. he would rather trade nine-MAC Players of
the Week trophies for one MAC title < and accompanying
Tangerine Bowl trip i

Pros faceoff here tonight
H r> . -.
the Bowling
Green area « 111 gel " - .r only
Chance '.his season to watch
- nal hockey
on
Wednes lay. I >■.: " at 7 30 p.m.
. » -.• a::.- from the Western
: the American
Hockt
Baltimore
Clippers and Cleveland
Bar or.- play their final
exhibition .ame before the

regular league opens on the
weekend.
Baltimore, second place
finishers last season, will have
Jim Bartlett. leading scorer
from a year ago with them
again
Newcomers in the
Clippers lineup will be former
Toronto Maple Leaf star. Kent
Douglas and Detroit Red Wing
castoff. Larry Johnston.

The Geveland Barons will
build around two high scorers
from a year ago. Norm
Beaudin and Reg Comeau.
who scored 64 goals between
them during the 69-70 season.
Tickets for the game are
$1.50 for students and $2.50 for
adults and will be on sale at
the Ice .Arena prior to the
game.

Zips host B6
Soccer is usually at its best
when Bowling Green and
Akron get together, and the
Zips are the hosts this year in
a game at 3 today.
The Midwest top-ten
ratings are also at stake with
BG entering their third game,
ranked 10th, and Akron il-l)
standing seventh. The Zips
claimed a 3-0 win last season.
The Falcon hooters are
looking for an outburst of
goals, in better proportion to
the number of shots taken,
than in their first two games.
Against Kent State last
Saturday, the offense was 41
shots on goal with only one
getting past the goalie.

N...,ho.o by D.»»r *w»«

JOE GREEN hits the Northern Illinois quarterback in his final
game as a Bowling Green Falcon last season. Replacing the
brown number 61 jersey he wore for three years here, Joe now
wears number 33 on the royal blue of the NY Giants.

Harriers that run together...
were as good a group as any.
but BG's grouping killed them
psychologically.
Sid Sink talked about the
Bowling Green's cross same thing when he gave the
country team accomplished reason for Ball State's
more than just another victory decisive defeat.
in their latest meet with Ball
"Before the race we ithe
State, according to head coach team I picked out a spot on the
Mel Brodt.
course to break the first guy.
"This was our best group This was up a hill at the two
running so far. I was pleased and a half mile point. When
with Sink and Wottle's course we got to the hill we took off
record, but our group running and broke one Ball State
was the main thing."
runner completely, and the
What is Coach Brodt first one by thirty yards. Four
referring to when he mentions BG guys did this. The first
group running? Dave Wottle guy caught Elliot at the end,
gave an example when he but this was the key part
summed up the latest win by of the race."
saying, "We proved we had
depth. We had seven out of the
top ten (finishers)."
What Wottle infers by his
statement is that, with so
many runners finishing high
in the meet, which in Bowling
Green's case has happened
every meet so far, this is not
the result of luck, but instead
it is concentrated effort by the
runners to stay close to each
other throughout the race or ,
if you will, simply a case of
planning.
It's the objective of Coach
Brodt and the ideal of other
cross country coaches,
especially those with leu
material than Bowling Green,
to have the top five or top
seven runners come across
the finish line together,
preferably at a fast pace. The
logic behind this is not simply
to keep everyone in front of
the pack throughout the race
to make sure the team win
win. There is a psychological
aspect to group running too.
You can break a team
morally if they see your first
five are setting the pace for
the entire race and none of
them are faltering or falling
back. This is what BG I*
trying to do to its opponents.
Coach Brodt referred to
this when he commented that
Ball State didn't provide poor
opposition in the Falcon rout.
•I really think Ball State
might have lost its composure". In other words the
pressure Bowling Green's
runners put
on
the
Cardinals was too much for
them. They showed in other
meets that physically they
ByDanCaiseday
Sports Writer

G

sporrs
Tickets to TU
There are 250 $5.00
eserved seals and 500 $3.50
■ eneral admission tickets for
his
Saturday
night's
showdown between Bowling
(Jreen and the University of
"oledo, in Toledo's Glass
Jowl.
Tickets can be obtained
rither at the Memorial Hall
icket office or at the Perry
Stadium ticket office.
Game time is 8 o'clock.

Intramural Golf

FLYING DOWN Western Michigan's football field, enroute to
the 98 yard touchdown that was nullified by a clipping penalty, is
kickoff return speedster, Billy Pittman.

weren't really a sign of nil
newly acquired affluence.
•i was only in training
camp a few days when
somebody broke into my room
and stole all my stuff, drawers
included." he grinned. "So I
went out and bought myself
some new things."
Joe also got to be
dissatisfied with the 400 dollar
a month apartment he had
with his wife in Queens. New
York, because of its cost, and
distance
from
Yankee
Stadium, where the Giants
practice during the week.
"We're moving into
Tommy Agee's (New York
Mets centerfielder) place a
little closer to Manhattan and
we"U stay until December,"
Joe said. 'Then we'll come
back to Toledo.
Though Joe is planning to
stay in New York only till
December, he'd like to remain
on the pro football scene for at
least five years.
"Pro ball's tough but if you
can make it, it's beautiful,"
Joe said with the smile of one
who knows.
"Hell. man.
I'm just
gettin' started."

Entries for the All Campus
Golf Tournament are now
available from fraternity and
residence hall
athletic
chairmen.
Off-Campus
students may pick up entries
at the IM Office, room 201,
Memorial Hall. Entries are
due Friday Oct. 9.
The
tournament will be held
Saturday Oct. 10, at 9:30 a.m.
on the University Golf Course.

That's the opinion of the
first runner for Bowling
Green. The group running at
the 'halfway point of the race
separated the tiring Ball State
distance men from the frontrunning BG group.
The goal now is to get
more runners in that lead
pack Jim Ferstle and Bob
McOmber sat out the last
meet with injuries but Wottle
says that when "we get them
back we'll really be tough."
Junior Rich Breeze and freshmen Craig MacDonald and
Rich Schnittker were further
back from the top four.
So now you critics of cross
country can realise that

strategy isn't something that
just applies to contact sports.
Cross country isn't just a
contest to see what school has
the fastest runner; it's a team
sport, and good grouping is
necessary to insure victory.

Fottbill stoidiigs
Mid-American Conference
Toledo
Miami
Western Michigan

Ohio
Bowling Green
Kent State

1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-1
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